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CASE REPORT

Alarming blood pressure changes during routine bladder emptying
in a woman with cervical spinal cord injury
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Abstract
Introduction Many individuals with high-level spinal cord injury (SCI) experience secondary conditions such as autonomic
dysreflexia (AD), which is a potentially life-threatening condition comprising transient episodes of hypertension up to 300mmHg.
AD may be accompanied by symptoms and signs such as headache, flushing, and sweating. Delay in AD recognition and
management is associated with increased incidence of cardiovascular events and disease. As it is commonly triggered by bladder
distension, AD continues to be a major concern for individuals living with SCI, both on a daily basis and in the long-term.
Case presentation A 58-year-old woman with C3 AIS B SCI presented with low resting blood pressure (BP) at 100/64 mmHg.
She reported frequent episodes of AD that were most commonly attributed to urinary bladder filling. During our testing session,
her systolic BP rose to 130mmHg, at which point her care aide stepped in to utilize the Credé maneuver, which was part of her
daily routine for bladder emptying. Application of suprapubic pressure further elevated her systolic BP to 230mmHg.
Throughout the episode of AD, the participant experienced a pounding headache and erythema above the LOI.
Discussion Clinical guidelines for bladder management after SCI recommend avoiding the Credé maneuver due to potential
complications such as hernia or bruising. This current case report demonstrates the additional risk of inducing AD and
dangerously high BP elevation.

Introduction

Autonomic dysreflexia (AD) is a life-threatening condition
that occurs in individuals with high-level spinal cord injury
(SCI), particularly in cervical SCI [1]. It is characterized by
abrupt and transient episodes of hypertension: systolic

blood pressure (BP) is elevated by at least 20 mmHg and
can reach up to 300 mmHg [1, 2]. During AD episodes,
individuals typically simultaneously experience flushing
above the level of injury (LOI), sweating, anxiety, and a
pounding headache [1, 2]. AD can occur in response to both
noxious and non-noxious stimuli below the LOI, including
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pressure sores, spasms, or even a tight shoelace [2]. How-
ever, the most common triggers are bladder and bowel
distension [1]. Over time, untreated episodes of AD may
lead to arrhythmias [3], myocardial ischemia [4], cerebral
hemorrhage [5], and stroke [1]. Its relative grave con-
sequences in the long-term make it a priority and major
concern for those living with SCI. Here, we report the case
of an individual with chronic SCI who experienced pro-
found AD with arrhythmia triggered by use of the Credé
maneuver, wherein manual pressure is applied to the lower
abdomen to void the bladder.

Case presentation

Ms. X is a 58-year-old woman who was involved in a
diving accident resulting in C3 motor complete sensory
incomplete SCI (C3 AIS B) according to the International
Standards for Neurological Classification of Spinal Cord
Injury (ISNCSCI) [6]. Her injury was managed surgically
and following 6 months of inpatient rehabilitation, she was
discharged home. For the last 44 years since her injury, she
has lived independently at home with support from a per-
sonal assistant and does not currently use any medications.
As a result of her SCI, she has developed numerous sec-
ondary conditions that are typical for individuals with cer-
vical SCI, which include the following: resting hypotension,
episodes of AD, and neurogenic bladder and bowel. Her
bladder management initially started with the use of Foley
catheters. However, due to frequent urinary tract infections,
this was discontinued and for the last 15 years, her bladder
has been expressed manually using the Credé maneuver
three to four times a day. She reported that for the last 10
years she has experienced symptomatic AD with headaches
of varying severity whenever her bladder was full or during
her bladder management routine performed by one of her
caregivers. Symptomatic AD was the only sensation that
this patient considered an indication of the need to express
the bladder. She also reported frequent episodes of incon-
tinence and used adult diapers for management.

Ms. X came in as a volunteer participant for a study
conducted by an international team at the University of
Split, Croatia, which involved complex cardiovascular
assessments of individuals with SCI. As a part of her
baseline evaluation for the study she underwent neurologi-
cal assessment using the ISNCSCI [6] and autonomic
screening using the International Standards to document
remaining Autonomic Function after Spinal Cord Injury
(ISAFSCI) [7]. While completing her ISAFSCI table, we
documented information regarding unstable BP control and
neurogenic bladder (only relevant parts of the assessment
were completed: see Fig. 1). After baseline evaluations,
participants underwent complex evaluations of various

cardiovascular and respiratory parameters according to the
approved protocol. Ms. X was fitted with a standard 3-lead
electrocardiogram (ECG) (lead II; Powerlab Model ML132)
and beat-by-beat BP monitoring device (Finometer;
Finapres Medical Systems BV, Arnhem, The Netherlands).
Her arterial BP and ECG were recorded continuously for
approximately 3 hours during various evaluations. She
initially presented with low arterial BP, which was 90/51
mmHg with a heart rate of 82 bpm while seated and 100/64
mmHg with a heart rate of 84 bpm while supine at rest with
no evidence of arrhythmia (Fig. 2a).

Approximately 2 hours after initiation of her evaluation,
a gradual increase in her BP to 130 mmHg was noted, and
she complained of a slight headache. She indicated that this
was a typical sign of a full bladder for her, and that she
needed to conduct her bladder routine. Her caregiver
assisted with bladder emptying by rhythmically applying
pressure over the suprapubic area (Credé maneuver), which
was done with significant impacting force. Our team con-
tinued with simultaneously monitoring her cardiovascular
parameters (arterial BP, heart rate, and numerous cardiac
function measures) throughout this procedure. Her already
elevated systolic pressure spiked rapidly up to 230 mmHg
when pressure was applied to the abdominal wall to initiate
voiding (Fig. 2b). During this procedure, Ms. X complained
of a pounding headache and excessive flushing of the face
was observed. This episode of AD during the Credé man-
euver was also associated with multiple premature ven-
tricular contractions (PVCs) that were recorded on her ECG
(Fig. 2b). After the bladder was expressed, she was trans-
ferred to a semi-seated position until her BP gradually
decreased (125/89 mmHg). Her symptoms resolved with
her arterial BP returning to baseline.

Discussion

Presently, it is acknowledged that motor and sensory defi-
cits should be evaluated when examining a person with SCI.
Over the last decade, international efforts have contributed
to developing standards for evaluating autonomic functions
that are currently represented by the ISAFSCI table (2012)
[7]. In this clinical case, the ISAFSCI effectively collected
crucial information related to the severity of Ms. X’s AD.
Although a novel tool, the ISAFSCI has demonstrated
numerous clinical advantages and reliability for evaluating
autonomic function after SCI: currently it is used to docu-
ment the presence of conditions exhibited after SCI, such as
AD or orthostatic hypotension [8, 9]. The present form of
ISAFSCI does not quantify severity of autonomic dys-
function (i.e. using BP levels). Inclusion of this domain by
categorizing severity of AD using discrete categories based
on BP have been suggested by clinicians to improve the
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ISAFSCI for version 3 [9]. While assessing autonomic
functions, clinicians and scientists also must consider
existing international SCI datasets for assessment of auto-
nomic dysfunction following SCI, including datasets for
cardiovascular function [10], skin/thermoregulation [11],
pulmonary function [12], lower urinary tract [13], and
bowel function [14].

The Credé maneuver is a method of manually expressing
urine from the bladder by applying suprapubic pressure
[15]. The Valsalva maneuver is an alternative technique
wherein abdominal muscles and the diaphragm are volun-
tarily activated by the individual to express the bladder [15].

Both of these maneuvers result in increased intraabdominal
pressure and consequently bladder expression. Although
both methods are described in the Paralyzed Veterans of
America Clinical Practice guidelines, they are only recom-
mended for individuals with lower motor neuron injuries
with low outlet resistance and external sphincter resistance.
Additionally, it is suggested to consider avoiding these
methods as the primary method of bladder emptying due to
potential complications such as incomplete emptying,
abdominal bruising, inguinal hernias, and hydronephrosis
[15–17]. As demonstrated by this case, AD is also a major
complication that can result from manual pressure being

Fig. 1 Autonomic standards assessment form according to the Inter-
national Standards to document remaining Autonomic Function after
Spinal Cord Injury (ISAFSCI) [8]. The form was completed following
assessment and interview of this 58-year-old woman with C3 AIS B
(motor complete, sensory incomplete) SCI. Based on her interview and
evaluation we documented the following sections: low resting blood

pressure, autonomic dysreflexia (AD), bradyarrhythmia, neurogenic
bladder with no sensation of filling, and no ability to prevent leakage.
Only parameters related to the issues described in the case were
completed, as denoted by (x) in the corresponding areas. The Credé
maneuver was used for bladder management.
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applied on the abdominal wall for bladder expression in
individuals with cervical SCI.

The primary underlying mechanisms of development of
AD involve an excessive sympathetic discharge of spinal
autonomic circuits that lack descending inhibition due to
disruption of the spinal pathways [18]. Numerous studies
have previously documented various cardiac arrhythmias
associated with episodes of AD, including atrial fibrillation
[3], premature atrial contractions [19], and bradycardia [20].
In this case, multiple PVCs were observed throughout the
bouts of AD, with bradycardia of 55 bpm. PVCs are asso-
ciated with sudden cardiac death, providing another
potential link between AD and the augmented risk for
cardiac mortality in those living with SCI [21].

Given the fact that bladder irritation and distension are
the most prevalent triggers of AD, bladder care optimization
for individuals living with SCI is critical to minimizing
incidence of AD and managing episodes. This is particu-
larly important for individuals with cervical or high-thoracic
SCI who are prone to greater impairment of cardiovascular
function and more severe episodes of AD [1, 22, 23].

Currently, clean intermittent catheterization is considered
the gold standard for management of neurogenic bladder
following SCI [24, 25]. In individuals with impaired hand
function or limited assistance from caregivers, other options
which can be considered include urethral indwelling or
suprapubic catheters [26]. These methods of bladder man-
agement provide continuous urine outflow and decrease the
bladder distension and consequently episodes of AD [15].
However, regular surveillance and follow-up by a urologist
is required with these catheters due to increased risk of
bladder cancer [15]. Although no longer as common in
North America, the Credé technique is still currently
practiced for individuals with SCI in a number of
countries around the world. Greater outreach is required to
establish the benefits vs. risks of this practice and mitigate
its use.

In conclusion, this case provides additional evidence for
the importance of selecting the optimal bladder manage-
ment protocol for each individual with SCI to accomplish
efficient and safe urine evacuation without triggering life-
threatening episodes of AD.

Pressure initiated on abdominal wall (Credé maneuver)

A B

Resting 
supine

* *

Initial complaints of full 
bladder and AD

Fig. 2 Blood pressure elevation and electrocardiogram abnormalities
upon bladder distension and emptying. Differences were observed in
beat-by-beat blood pressure (BP) and electrocardiogram (ECG)
between baseline condition and during bladder filling and emptying via
the Credé maneuver. Baseline supine systolic BP was 100 mmHg with
normal ECG trace as shown in a 25-s excerpt (a). Elevation in systolic
BP occurred due to bladder distension. When systolic BP reached 130

mmHg, the patient reported a headache and flushing of the face was
observed. Initiation of rhythmic pressure to the abdomen caused an
immediate rise in systolic BP above 200 mmHg consistent with the
episode of autonomic dysreflexia (AD). Premature ventricular con-
traction (PVC) occurred concurrently with bradycardia during the AD
episode, as denoted by (*) and shown in a 25-s excerpt (b)
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